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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the similarities and differences in memorializing wartime sexual
violence through three case studies. The first is Comfort Women memorials in the United States,
the second case study looks at the national memorial in Srebrenica in the wake of the Bosnian
genocide and its counter-memorial, and the third case study examines the differences between
national and counter-memorials after the Rwandan genocide. This paper also examines how and
why the meaning of the memorials has changed or why a counter-memorial was established. It
relies on newspaper articles, city and county government documents, and interviews with
individuals important to the process of creating the monuments as well as those who opposed
and continue to oppose the monuments. This paper reveals an absence of rape discourse within
war memorialization that is gendered and problematic.
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This research examines the way in which the collective memory of war and genocide has
been established and preserved at memorials in the United States, Bosnia, and Rwanda. It
examines multiple memorial sites dedicated to Comfort Women of World War II, the Rwandan
genocide and civil war, and the Bosnia-Herzegovina genocide and civil war. This study explores
the way in which these memorials depict gender through different mediums and finds reveal that
paternalistic norms and virtuous maternal tropes of memory play significant roles in post-war
nation building. Most importantly, this research reveals the absence of rape discourse in the
memorialization of war and genocide across a span of seventy years and across three regions of
the world. As these examples demonstrate, many people have faced great challenges in
commemorating sexual atrocities in the aftermath of mass trauma. This paper melds the study of
collective memory, history, and political science together through a feminist lens. An
interdisciplinary approach is critical to understanding how wartime atrocities are addressed and
memorialized, and why select atrocities, such as sexual violence, were ignored.
Comfort Women
The world was shocked in 1991 when three Korean women who had been abducted into
Japanese military brothels during World War II filed a class-action lawsuit in a Tokyo Court.
After a half century of shame, anonymity, and hardship, the aged survivors were ready to tell
their personal stories and to demand an apology and reparations from the Japanese government
on behalf of an estimated 100,000 victims. Halfway across the world in 2010 the first Comfort
Women memorial within the United States was erected in New Jersey; now there are ten
monuments to Korean Comfort Women within the United States, which has the most
monuments in the world outside of South Korea commemorating the suffering of Comfort
Women survivors. The meaning of the memorials has changed because the groups and
individuals who support them have diversified, the Comfort Women issue has become better
known, and the location of the memorials has changed from small and out of the way to large
and in the middle of high traffic areas.
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“Comfort Women” is a term that describes the “highly organized trafficking system run
by the Japanese Imperial Army using the ruse of legitimate jobs for good pay in destitute
communities” to obtain sex slaves in WWII.1 The term “Comfort Women” is the official title
given to the survivors of sexual servitude to the Japanese Imperial Military during WWII. The
Comfort System did not occur organically; it was a planned policy initiative by top
governmental and military officials to stop the spread of venereal disease and mass rapes in the
civilian populations of occupied territories.2 Most of the women were Korean but a sizeable
portion of the women were also Chinese, Filipina, and Thai.3 At the end of the war, the Japanese
Army abandoned these women, destroyed the majority of documents about the system before
Allied forces arrived, and covered up and hid the women’s plight from the world.
The women’s experiences remained largely hidden until the 1991 class-action case,
which sparked international calls for redress. Shortly thereafter in January 1992, when the
Japanese Prime Minister visited Korea, former Comfort Women began a protest that has
continued each Wednesday to this day, to demand an official apology. Although the Japanese
government has not apologized for the Comfort Women system, in July 1992, it released the
first report on the Comfort Women issue and admitted the involvement of the Japanese Imperial
Military in organizing comfort stations. A caveat to this public admittance of wrongdoing was
that the government denied the use of coercion during recruitment and refused to take legal
responsibility. One year later, Japan released a second report that acknowledged coercion as
part of the recruitment process but attributed the responsibility to private recruiters. In 1994, the
Japanese government announced its plan to establish the Asian Women’s Fund (AWF) to
provide financial assistance to former Comfort Women. Even in supporting the women,
however, the Japanese government sidestepped claiming full responsibility for the Comfort
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System and the wrongs committed against Comfort Women by having the money come from
private donations and not as a form of state compensation. The victims strongly protested
against the fund, but the Japanese government refused to change tactics.
The United States joined other countries that had voiced official complaints against the
Japanese government by applying the Holtzman Amendment to Japanese war criminals in
1996.4 This act had originally stated that anyone fundamentally involved in in the Nazi regime
or government would be prohibited entry into the United States or if already in the country,
would be deported.5 After 1996 the act also applied to Japanese war criminals from World War
II. Over a decade passed before the Comfort Women issue came to the forefront of American
politics again. The U.S. House of Representatives adopted Resolution 121 in 2007 and
demanded the formal acknowledgement and apology of Japan for its involvement in sexual
slavery.6 State governments, non-governmental organizations, and women’s rights groups all
banded together in the name of pushing Japan to not only recognize what its
governmental/military leaders had done, but also to apologize and offer retributions to the
surviving women. These international pressures did not change the official stance of the
Japanese government on Comfort Women, but they did lead to the formation of memorials
throughout the United States.
Beginning in 2010, immigrant populations in the United States started dedicating
monuments to commemorate the suffering of Comfort Women.7 By 2015 there were eight
Comfort Women monuments in the United States, more than any other country but South
Korea.8 The monuments differ in size, accessibility, meaning, and community support for their
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construction. They span from coast to coast with three in California; one each in Michigan, New
Jersey, and Virginia; three in New York; and one in Washington, D.C. In 2010, over 50% of the
Korean American population resided in the states of California, New York, New Jersey, Texas,
and Virginia and D.C. are in the top ten states/districts for the fastest growing Korean
population in the United States.9 Looking at this data it is clear that the memorials are
overwhelmingly located in areas with a high population density for Korean and Chinese
immigrants, as well as Korean-Americans and Chinese-Americans. The meaning of the
memorials has changed because the groups and individuals who support them have diversified,
the Comfort Women issue has become better known, and the location of the memorials has
changed from small and out of the way to large and in the middle of high traffic areas. Two
specific memorials in Palisades Park, New Jersey and San Francisco, California, the first and
latest memorials, respectively, highlight these changes.
The first memorial built in the United States in honor of comfort women was dedicated
at the public library of Palisades Park in Bergen County, New Jersey on the 23rd of October,
2010.10 Original support for the monument came from Mayor James Rotundo; Kim Dong-Suk, a
councilman of the Korean American Voters Council (KACE); and local artist Steven Cavallo.11
In a town with over half of its total residents being first or second generation Korean, located in
a county where the Korean population accounted for 36.6% of the total population and the first
and second generation Japanese population only 8.3%, the monument had significant support.12
In communities with higher levels of first and second Japanese residents opposition to
monuments was higher and controversy more likely but not always inevitable. The monument is
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small, about three by two feet, and is simple in design.13 It is a granite slab with a black plaque
that memorializes the more than 200,000 women and girls who were forced to be Comfort
Women and simultaneously shows that the entire county of Bergen was behind the dedication of
the monument since it was supported through both community and government engagement.14

Figure 1: Palisades Park Comfort Women Memorial during Korean Lawmaker Visit

The monument seemed to be forgotten after the initial unveiling due to its obscure
location and small presence, that is, until May 6, 2012 when two delegations of Japanese
officials from the Liberal Democratic Party visited Palisades Park to discuss important issues
involving “Japanese-U.S. relations.”15 Upon arrival the true issue was confirmed and demands
were laid out with the intent of having the Comfort Women memorial removed.16 These efforts
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resulted in a reawakened interest in the monument by the community and the flat refusal of the
mayor and deputy mayor to have the monument removed.17
In response to the Liberal Democratic Party’s visit, three Korean lawmakers laid flowers
at the memorial on May 9th, in front of a large crowd of Korean-Americans who fervently
supported the monument.18 The mayor and deputy mayor stated at this event to the Korean
lawmakers and gathered community members that “the monument was not meant to blame the
current Japanese government, but that it was an education tool to teach younger generations
about the tragedies of war.”19 This emphasis on the monument being an educational tool instead
of a political pressure on the current Japanese government to right past wrongs is clear. The
chief of the local Korean-American Parents Association Mrs. Yun Hee Choi condemned the
Japanese officials’ efforts at removing the monument and stated that “The purpose of creating
the monument is to acknowledge the importance of women’s rights all over the world and to
keep our future generations from repeating it.”20 The meaning of the memorial still retains its
original educational tone within this statement, but for Mrs. Hee Choi the monument is also an
acknowledgement of all women’s suffering. Although the monument had been intended as an
educational tool for current and future generations, for some people within the community, its
meaning was expanding. For the Japanese Government’s Liberal Democratic Party, the
monument was not merely an educational tool but a form of soft power meant to coerce the
current government into following the stipulations of the House Resolution 121. It came to
symbolize an opposition to their party’s view by stating there is evidence the Comfort System
existed as a state sanctioned entity that was supported by the military and that the Comfort
women were not prostitutes.21
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Just four months later, District 38 (Bergen and Passaic counties) introduced resolution
159 in the New Jersey legislature. This resolution, passed on September 24, 2012, condemned
the Comfort System and commemorated the Comfort Women while supporting U.S. House
Resolution 121 that had been passed five years earlier. Resolution 159 ends with a statement
that “calls upon the Japanese government to accept the historical responsibility for the sexual
enslavement of Comfort Women by the Japanese Army and to educate future generations about
these crimes.”22 It is clear that for New Jersey this memorial’s meaning had become a political
statement in addition to its original purpose as an educational tool.
In early 2016, three important actors in KACE, the 1492 Green Club that supported the
construction of the monument and is in charge of its continued upkeep, and monument artist
Steve Cavallo issued a joint statement on the original intent of the monument at a press
conference in response to the Korea-Japan agreement on Comfort Women. Under this
agreement brokered in December 2015, the Japanese government agreed to make a one-time
contribution to a foundation established by the South Korean government that would answer to
the needs of Comfort Women. Both governments also agreed that the implementation of this
deal would represent the “final and irreversible” resolution to this issue.23
Creators of the memorial originally stated it was meant to be used as an educational tool
for future generations to learn about past abuses of human rights. It’s original proponents made
no mention of the need for the Japanese government to address past wrongs and there were no
political undertones.24 But, as the political environment changed, the memorial’s backers
expanded its meanings. Currently, this monument represents many things to different people
within and outside of the Palisades and Bergen communities. The memorial was established to
recognize human rights abuses, seen as a political symbol, and officially regarded as an
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educational tool for the community to learn from. The impact on the community has been subtle
but the memorial’s status as the first Comfort Women memorial within the United States and the
community’s reaction to the Japanese government’s pushback to the memorial cannot be
understated since it laid the groundwork for future memorials around the country.
As time went on, each subsequent memorial constructed around the country became
bigger and had multiple meanings attached to it. By 2015 there were nine memorials to Comfort
Women in small cities around the country and on July 21st the City of San Francisco, California
Board of Supervisors considered the “Urging the Establishment of a Memorial for Comfort
Women” resolution.25 This was the first time a major city had considered creating a memorial
for Comfort Women, and from its inception this memorial was the most well-known and multifaceted in the country. The resolution references past resolutions adopted by San Francisco and
the United States such as Resolution No.842-01 from 2001 that urged the government of Japan
“to fully acknowledge and apologize for Japan’s wartime atrocities”, House Resolution 121, and
the 2013 San Francisco Resolution No. 218-13 that “condemned Japan’s denial of its system of
sexual enslavement during World War II and calling for justice for Comfort Women.”26 The
resolution does much more than just cite past resolutions from the city and national government
though. It weaves each resolution and the meanings of past memorials into a comprehensive
union. The San Francisco memorial is the first to create a meaning that addresses the rising issue
of modern day human trafficking, the decades long movement to strengthen trust in the global
community and justice for human rights, education for future generations about past trauma, as
well as the rising importance of immigrant communities and women’s organizations.27
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Community support for the memorial was strong and widespread across many different
organizations and ethnicities, and on September 22, 2015 the resolution passed.28 The Rape of
Nanking Redress Coalition, the Comfort Women Justice Coalition, San Francisco Interfaith
Council, Filipina Women’s Network, Veterans for Peace, the Korean American Forum of
America, and the Japanese Cultural Community Center of Northern California all showed strong
support for the monument. In a city with 31% of the population being Asian and 20% of that
number Chinese and 5% Filipino it’s not surprising to see support for the memorial since others
around the country have been supported by large Asian populations.29 What is surprising,
though, is this is the first instance in which a memorial was considered in a city where the
Korean population is almost non-existent at 1% and lower than the Japanese population at
1.5%.30 The overwhelming support for the monument outside of official organizations came
from the Filipino and Chinese communities, a departure from the usually dominant Korean
support for Comfort Women memorials. This isn’t to say that the Korean community of San
Francisco did not support the monument, but that the grassroots effort was not started by that
demographic.
The Japanese-American community felt that the two amendments that had been added to
the resolution at their behest were not enough. They publicly voiced these opinions at the
hearings before the resolution was passed, bringing up concerns that without the other
amendments added to the resolution that it would not “reduce the hatred, division, and racism
the current tone could create.”31 The two amendments that were added to the resolution noted
that victimization of women did not and had not only occurred in Japan and that Japanese-
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Americans were not to blame for Japan’s past crimes and had experienced their own injustice in
America itself.32 Throughout the hearings some members of the Japanese American community
continued to deny the existence of the Comfort System.33 Supervisor David Campos responded
to that “the denial of what happened is a disservice to the Japanese-American community... a
disservice to the people of Japan… to all people as human beings” and that the continued denial
of a historical fact meant that “we do need a monument, because if people are denying it after all
these years, we need a testament to what happened.”34 The executive director of the Japanese
Cultural and Community Center of Northern California threw in his and his organization’s
support of the monument stating that “the Comfort Women issue has nothing to do with the
Japanese American experience” and that the amendments “have no business being in the
resolution, because they have nothing to do with crimes against women in Asia during WWII.”
35

He finished by saying “it’s not our memorial, it’s theirs.”36
Various groups came together to support the memorial but did so for varying reasons,

with different intentions, and over time the meaning grew complex. Supervisor Eric Mar, a key
sponsor of the resolution, believed that it was time to “send a clear message of justice, of
compassion, and of unity in saying never again” to the world and argued that the memorial was
the first step in heightening awareness of human rights abuses.37 Proponents believed that the
memorial would send a message “calling for an apology and restitution to Comfort Women
directly from the Japanese government.”38 Others believed that it was important to memorialize
the sacrifices and courage of Comfort Women who spoke out about the crimes committed
against them and which helped lead “to the United Nations declaring rape during war as a crime
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against humanity.”39 San Francisco’s objective for the memorial stated in the resolution, was “to
create a public memorial in memory of those girls and women who suffered immeasurable pain
and humiliation as sex slaves and as a sacred place for remembrance, reflection, remorsefulness,
and atonement for generations to come.”40
An aspect of this memorial that sets it apart from all preceding memorials is the
objective of creating a “sacred place.” A spiritual purpose attached to a Comfort Women
memorial is unprecedented; all previous memorials in remembrance of Comfort Women had
served as educational tools and many had included the connection to modern day sex
trafficking, but this Comfort Women memorial stands alone as a place that is sacred. This raises
the issue of Comfort Women to a different level, making it more than just a historical fact. This
memorial seeks to prove that an important violation of human rights took place that has not been
properly acknowledged or rectified. It is evident that the memorial seeks to not only encourage
remembrance and reflection but also remorsefulness and atonement. The only group possible
that could make atonement is the current Japanese government. The memorial is meant to be
more than an educational tool or a form of soft power to coerce the Japanese government to
right a wrong. This
memorial is a scared
place and stands as a
testament to the
memory of Comfort
Women who were
almost a forgotten
aspect of history.
Figure 2: San Francisco Comfort Women Memorial
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The movement to create memorials for Comfort Women in the United States began with
small Korean-American interest groups and in communities with high populations of KoreanAmericans and Korean immigrants. The first memorials were small, placed in areas that didn’t
receive high traffic and were forgotten until Japanese officials attempted to have them removed.
The national interest in memorializing the memory of Comfort Women increased as Asian
American populations also grew and attempts to bury the history of comfort women heightened.
More recent memorials were better funded, placed in more visible areas, larger, and received
more support outside of the Korean-American community. Korean interest groups, Chinese
interest groups, Filipino interest groups, human rights supporters, and feminist organizations
gained traction with city governments and fought for memorials to ensure that “history is not
buried” or whitewashed.41 The memorials’ meanings also expanded from being a reminder of
the past and an educational tool to connecting the history of Japan to modern day human
trafficking in the United States. The meaning of the memorials became multifaceted as different
organizations and segments of the population began attaching their own meanings. For some,
these memorials are a reminder of the past and a warning for the future; for others, they are a
way to draw parallels between world history and current events. For a growing number of
people, the memorials transcend the space on which they were built and become a sacred place.
Setting aside public space to commemorate the struggle that less than one percent of the
American population is connected to isn’t unprecedented; setting aside public space to
commemorate the suffering of women victimized by sex trafficking is. As long as Japan does
not take full responsibility for the Comfort System and formally apologize to the Comfort
Women, larger cities will continue to create prominent memorials.
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Bosnia-Herzegovina
Between the years 1992 and 1995, the Muslims of Bosnia-Herzegovina were targeted by
genocide. Bosnian Serbs attacked Bosniak-dominated towns in eastern Bosnia, forcibly
expelling civilians from the region in a brutal process that the United Nations later identified as
ethnic cleansing. By the end of 1993, Bosnian Serb forces controlled nearly three-quarters of the
country, and by the summer of 1995 only three towns—Srebrenica, Zepa and Gorazde—
remained under control of the Bosnian government. Although the violence was widespread
across Bosnia, the genocide that took place in Srebrenica in 1995 has been regarded as the most
violent period of the Balkan conflict and the worst European genocide since the Holocaust of
World War II. Srebrenica was not only a refuge for close to 40,000 Muslims fleeing Serbian
forces; it was also one of the United Nations (UN) “safe zones” that had been established by a
UN resolution in 1993. Following the resolution, Srebrenica was placed under the protection of
UN peacekeeping forces. However, the Dutch troops charged with protecting refugees who
assembled in a battery factory failed to intervene when the Serbs invaded and have since been
held responsible for allowing the Serbs to take control over the region. Once Srebrenica had
fallen under Serbian control, Serbs took away and murdered at least 8,000 Muslim men, then
left their bodies in mass graves throughout the Srebrenica countryside.42 Some of the women
were forced into busses and taken away, many of whom survived under horrific conditions,
including rape and physical abuse.43 Within months of the massacre, the Dayton Peace Accords
ended the war through the creation of a complicated geo-political entity that today comprises the
country of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Bosnian Muslims had been targeted by Serbs due to the Serbian nationalist agenda that
laid claim to the southern Slavic region of Bosnia after the break-up of Yugoslavia. This led to
conflict since that area is home to mostly Bosnian Muslims, but also Croatians of Catholic
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origin and Serbs who identify as Eastern Orthodox. Serbian nationalist narratives portrayed
Bosnian Muslims as a threat to Serbian nationhood due to their supposed biological and cultural
ties to the Turks who had brutally conquered the region in the past.44 Serbs justified aggression
against Bosnian Muslims by invoking past Ottoman oppression and portraying Bosnian
Muslims as dangerous religious and racial outsiders who posed a substantial threat to Serbian
nationhood and safety. This narrative was a complete construction meant to incite fear since
Bosnian Muslims are overwhelmingly secular. The emphasis on religion was a response to an
absence of other ethnic markers, such as language, territory, or physiology, which could be used
to create a nationalized identity for Serbs separate from others in the region. This blurring of
identity was spread by Serbian forces and supported by political leaders, the media, and
religious figures who warned of the dangers of Bosnian Muslim domination.45
The Srebrenica massacre represents the culmination of a Serbian policy of ethnic
cleansing, with gender informing the goals of genocide in a number of ways. Bosnian Muslim
men were enslaved, tortured, mutilated, and killed while Bosnian Muslim women were
simultaneously enslaved, raped, tortured, mutilated, impregnated, and sometimes murdered.46 It
is no mistake that rape occurred in such high numbers, as Serbs believed forced pregnancy
would expand the Serbian nation. These children could not belong to the mother’s constructed
ethnic group under the patriarchal norms of Serbian society, but would instead be Serbian due to
the father’s ethnic superiority and strength.47 Post-war feminist critique considers both the death
of men and the rape of women as acts of genocide even if the women survived because the
intent was to destroy the culture and family of Bosnian Muslims.48 By controlling the biological
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production of Bosnian Muslim women, the Serbian military and government attempted to
destroy all future chances of Bosnian Muslims surviving.
On October 25, 2000, the Office of the High Representative (OHR), the international
governing body overseeing the administration of Bosnia-Herzegovina, designated land in
Srebrenica for a memorial “to those who met their deaths in the July 1995 slaughter.”49 This
decision was extremely unpopular with Bosnian Serbs who maintained that they had acted in
self-defense. They overwhelmingly resisted the creation of a memorial to genocide (especially
within Serbian territory) that commemorated Muslim victimhood and Serbian criminality.50 This
battle of wills in how to remember the war resulted in a stalemate that only ended once the OHR
decided that its decision would remain final and there would be a national memorial cemetery in
Srebrenica to provide “the final resting place and a site for those who perished.”51
The prevailing reason for the establishment of a national monument in Srebrenica was
through women’s activism. Women who survived the massacre at Srebrenica - predominately
mothers and grandmothers - created the Mothers of Srebrenica to bring attention to the absence
of a national monument to memorialize the genocide and civil war. They routinely engaged in
protests and worked at bringing the limelight to their missing male family members using their
status as “good women”. The one-dimensional identity of struggling widows and mothers gave a
powerful strength to their demands. In addition to protests the Mothers sent out extensive polls
and found that many citizens supported the creation of a national cemetery and memorial at the
Srebrenica site because the physical location had such a strong connection to suffering and
violence that it would never be the same again.52
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Although women’s activism catalyzed the establishment of a national memorial in
Srebrenica, the space does not fully account for the suffering all Bosnian Muslims during the
genocide. It is meant to be a space that memorializes the death of Muslim men and suffering of
Muslim women at the hands of Serbian forces and includes a national cemetery and memorial
museum. When approaching the official memorial grounds one must drive through land that has
not been sanitized. Bombed out
buildings and still deserted villages
mark the route to Srebrenica.
These ruins lend themselves to the
feeling of a violated land and
people; they are a precursor to the
formal memorial and prompt the
viewer to feel a solemn sense of
stillness and destruction.

Figure 3: Bombed out building on road to memorial site

The national cemetery, constructed much like a war cemetery for fallen heroes, houses
more than 6,000 grave sites for men and boys recovered from multiple mass graves over the
years. Only recently have women been included within the cemetery as more mass graves are
found around the countryside that include women.53 Each grave site is marked with an identical
marble obelisk, reminiscent of traditional Islamic grave stones. The men and boys are
remembered as powerless victims who were not protected by the international community and
therefore were unable to protect their families. This theme, the singular focus upon the male
victims and their sacrifice, is echoed in the museum.
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The museum is within the original battery factory that housed the refugees, where they
were to have been protected by UN peace keepers. The factory still has almost all of the original
machinery to preserve the authenticity of the space. All of the exhibits in the museum seek to
show the suffering of the murdered and tortured sons and fathers as well as the suffering
endured by surviving widows and
mothers. Select men’s lives are featured
through glass cases that contain personal
belongings and plaques that tell the
viewer a short account of the deceased’s
life and how he was murdered. An
assortment of artifacts and visual imagery
preserve the memory of the acute
suffering many men experienced
Figure 4: Obelisk grave marker

throughout the genocide. The one exhibit

dedicated to female victims focuses on the trauma of being separated from family members and
shows scores of photos of women with young children sitting in small groups together, being
forced to march while holding their belongings and children, or crying after their last separation
from male children and husbands. Near the end of this exhibit, videos show select women
recounting their experiences and talking about the prolonged suffering they and their families
live through to this day because of the loss of their male relatives.54
Women’s victimhood is the only frame of remembrance used within the national
memorial at Srebrenica. It is important to note the suffering experienced by women who were
mothers and wives, but the depictions of women are one-dimensional and not completely
accurate. Women’s suffering included much more than losing a husband, father or child. It is
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estimated that as many as 60,000 women were raped.55 From the start to finish of the war,
soldiers of the Serbian military were actively encouraged to rape Bosnian Muslim women.56
One major site of gang rape early in the civil war was in 1992 in the town of Foča.57 Girls and
women were transferred to detention centers which would became known as rape camps where
Serb forces physically and psychologically tortured the women and girls in a systematic
manner.58 The soldiers were given free access to the detention centers and were allowed to
select a girl or woman to do with what they pleased. These women were raped repeatedly and
treated as the property of Serb soldiers. In many cases women were forced to cook and clean
after their captors, were sold to other men, and some were murdered.59 Throughout Bosnia, rape
camps were set up, including at Srebrenica, but still these atrocities and this unique form of
suffering goes unacknowledged.
Srebrenica is a site of national remembrance and stands as the main symbol for Muslim
suffering. It ignores the acute suffering of thousands of women and has a single-minded focus
on the massacre of thousands of men and the loss suffered through by the women. This one form
of suffering has become the international focal point for remembrance. Other forms of ethnic
cleansing and genocidal abuse have been effectively erased which has dire consequences for
future reform and current post-conflict healing. There is no mention of sexual violence at the
memorial, the enslavement of women is ignored, and the hundreds of women who died goes
unacknowledged.
Gender is vital when analyzing the national memorial since it is the defining
characteristic of the creation of Bosnian Muslim men’s victimhood. The cemetery and museum
force the viewer to remember the men through their heroic deaths, while the women are
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depicted only as mothers who suffered the loss of their husbands. Women and men often
remember the trauma of war and genocide differently, a phenomenon that has been termed “split
memory.”60 The memorial at Srebrenica is a good example of this split memory on display
through exhibits that completely erase the over 50,000 mostly female victims of mass rape.61
Although Serbs used mass rape and forced pregnancy throughout the civil war to achieve ethnic
cleansing, the national memorial fails to even allude to the practice. Certain wartime atrocities
almost solely experienced by women have been effectively silenced.
While the Mothers of Srebrenica continues to be silent about wartime rape, the
Association of Women Victims of War (AWVW) established a counter memorial that’s sole
focus is wartime rape. The AWVW created a database with
an archive of all known incidences of sexual violence during
the genocide. It is meant to be used by anyone in the public
and is used as an educational tool.62 In addition to this
database, the AWVW created a physical structure for
remembrance, a small building that has documents and
photographs hung on every available piece of space located

Figure 5: Bookcase at AWVW
Memorial Site

in Sarajevo. On the first wall there are a number of photos of the few women who have publicly
accused men of rape, next to their photo shows a photo of the man they have accused. The next
exhibit shows photos from the international war crimes tribunal and of the physical locations
where women were sexually abused. Another exhibit is of newspaper clippings covering any
court case about sexual violence during the war, and finally a large section of one wall features a
map that marks every single location a victim has identified as the spot where she was abused.63
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Figure 6: Exhibit at AWVA site

Absolutely every single space is taken up by some artifact proving that mass genocidal
rape occurred during the war. The entire space serves as a not only a space for remembrance but
also action. Bookcases store legal documents and activist work as well as testimony by rape
survivors. Only here is the collective memory of women who are not mothers suffering through
the loss of their male relatives recognized. Women are depicted as multi-dimensional with
varying identities and types of suffering. The history and events of genocidal rape are not erased
here in this space. Rather than only operating as memorial, this counter-memorial protests
patriarchal norms and is a hub of activity for women’s activism. Rape survivors occupy a fragile
position within Bosnian postwar society. This, in addition to patriarchal norms intertwined with
nation building has made it nearly impossible for the collective memory of the war to include
genocidal rape. The absence of rape discourse or remembrance within the national memorial
shows that gendered war atrocities does not truly matter in postwar nation building efforts or
international discussions.
Rwanda
Rwanda is a small country in East Africa that experienced a genocide in 1994
categorized as “the fastest and most vicious genocide recorded in human history.”64 Although
shocking in its ferocity and intensity, the Rwandan genocide stemmed from tensions between
the Tutsis and Hutus that had built for decades. Political parties used history as a tool of
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suppression through the abuse of public memory. Extremist Hutu politicians created
extermination rhetoric, in which Tutsis were an alien people that were a threat to the Hutu
people, to use as a fear-mongering tool. This rhetoric became even more “credible” when the
Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPA), an army of refugees displaced in the neighboring country of
Uganda, began to demand admittance into Rwanda. Extremist Hutu politicians heralded their
return to Rwanda as the beginning of the end and began calling for the complete and total
annihilation of all Tutsis.65 The genocide was predominantly perpetrated against the Tutsi
population, but a sizeable portion of the Hutu population was also affected. At least 1,074,017
Tutsi were brutally murdered in the span of only one hundred days.66 Human Rights Watch, the
U.S. State Department, and Amnesty International reported many cases of summary execution,
civilian killings, disappearances, and rapes perpetuated by armed groups against civilians.67 The
genocide effectively damaged the social cohesion of Rwanda that the country is still attempting
to fix. Part of the method for fixing this divide by the government and citizens alike has been
establishing commemoration sites and recording history through the memories of survivors.
War and genocide have a very different impact on women and men, as the atrocities
committed are very much gendered. After the Rwandan genocide, a dire lack of clean water,
widespread poverty and increased abject poverty, destruction of the public education system, a
sharp rise in the HIV population, and a broken medical service industry all failed women in
particular.68 Due to the widespread killing of men during the genocide, about 70% of the
country’s population following the conflict was female.69 Women immediately began to form
organizations to fill the void left by governmental collapse. Women’s advocacy led to new
legislation being passed that resulted in the highest percentage of women in parliament
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worldwide and placed gender equality central to the Constitution.70 While the government has
vowed to fix the traditional exclusion of women from positions of power within civil society
and government, Rwandan society has been slow to change longstanding cultural views.71
Rwanda also has a strong history of deference to authoritarian government. Civil society
activists are hindered by the state if they attempt to portray the memory of the genocide in any
way that does not match government discourse.72 Any organization critical of the government is
usually accused of having genocidal ideas or being too political followed by the threat of
dissolution.73
The Rwandan state uses government initiatives to try and gain legitimacy and control the
message used within commemoration practices.74 Many state officials have realized that
controlling how the genocide is remembered allows them to sanitize it and use it for political
purposes. Commemoration is not only about remembrance, although that is supposed to be its
sole purpose. Many governments use commemorative practices to instead conceal problematic
truths and reestablish sovereign power in the wake of mass violence such as genocide and war.75
Jenny Edkins argues that genocide is a severe violation of trust and security but that it also
creates an opportunity, or opening, for citizens to criticize and alter their government. 76 States
realize their legitimacy as the authority responsible for security is questioned during postgenocide reconstruction and start to take control over commemoration.77 Rwanda is still in
control of the official memory of the genocide and the national memorials as a political tool.
Public remembrance is a type of civic activism that Rwanda is wary of since it can operate as
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political critique. Survivor testimony is especially tricky if it does not fit state approved memory
since it functions as protest. Memorialization in Rwanda is inherently political and in conflict
with survivor memories.
Survivor associations have been the primary driver of memorialization in the aftermath
of the genocide. The groups vary in size from national organizations to local ad hoc groups. One
of the most prominent survivor organizations is Ibuka, which has a national presence that
trickles down to the local level in many communities.78 Ibuka was founded in December 1995
with the purpose of “representing genocide survivors on issues of memory and justice, including
social justice.”79 On the national level Ibuka organizes commemorations, and at the local level it
provides support for communities to create and maintain smaller memorials. Many times
resources are an issue for Ibuka due to their scope that includes meeting the needs of survivors
outside of memory work such as healthcare and trauma services.80 As a nonprofit it also has
unstable funding forcing it to depend donations.81 Despite being one of the largest survivor
organizations in Rwanda, their lack of funding often forces Ibuka to partner with other groups
such as the Genocide Widows Association and the Student Survivors Organization.82 These
three organizations are united in their dedication to memory work but their perspectives are not
the same. Tensions are sometimes prominent between the different national organizations and
many times these civic groups are influenced by the state.83 Despite these tensions and
differences in perspective, there is a clear network continually making an effort to produce a
comprehensive memory of genocide and memorialization.
Many survivor organizations began as community based ad hoc groups in the aftermath
of the genocide. Since the post-genocide regime was focused on economic and social collapse
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survivor groups had to take the lead on preserving and burying the remains of the dead.84
Corpses were either buried in shallow graves or left lying around the countryside. Relatives had
to provide their dead with honorable burials with little to no support. Due to state edict that
required corpses to be buried on public land in cemeteries, it was the responsibility of the state
to provide land and resources for the burial of victims of the genocide.85 While land was
allocated by the state, many of the victims were buried in rushed mass graves or forgotten.86 The
first step in remembrance by survivors was improving the burial sites. Many early efforts at the
local level were described as “haphazard initiatives of people doing it through sentimental
reasons” and were to combat grief.87
One of the first local memorials created was constructed at Nyamasheke in 1995 and has
served as the prototype for many of the over 500 local memorials that exist today. The
Nyamasheke memorial was created through survivors and relatives of the dead organizing a
committee that was self-tasked with finding out who had died during the genocide. Many of
those missing were discovered to be dead and buried in a mass grave or were still not buried
causing relatives to form the Nyamasheke committee.88 They then requested funds from
different sources such as the Ministry of Youth, Sports and Culture, which at that time was in
charge of genocide memory.89 Another source of funding was the national survivors association
Ibuka and a foreign NGO.90 All over the country, similar groups of survivors worked towards
finding out the fate of loved ones and improving burial sites into memorial grounds.91
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Six other national memorials were also created through survivor efforts and are
maintained through the state. One of these is the Kigali Genocide Memorial, a large space with
extensive grounds that include a burial site, garden of reflections, wall of names, amphitheater,
and a library.92 The burial site has three mass graves of equal size in one row. Each plot is
covered in smooth concrete surrounded by manicured vegetation and a covered walkway for
visitors to walk the perimeter.93 There are no statues or plaques other than a sign identifying the
space as a mass burial site. Since 2001, over 250,000 victims have been buried at this memorial,
and every year more are brought from around the country.94 Next to the burial site is the garden
of reflection, which is meant to “provide a place for quiet contemplation about the history of the
Genocide against the Tutsi” and is supposed to “allow visitors to reflect on how we all have the
personal responsibility to prevent discrimination and mass atrocity.”95

Figure 7: Burial grounds at Kigali

Figure 8: Gardens of Reflection at Kigali

The wall of names is in honor of all those
who died in the genocide and is a continual
work in progress as more victims are
identified. It is a black marble slab with the
names carved much like those at the
Figure 9: Wall of Names at Kigali
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the other side of the grounds is a 1,200 seat amphitheater that was constructed in honor of the
20th anniversary of the genocide. It is meant to host “memorial events, educational workshops,
dramatic performances, cultural and historical events and film screenings” throughout the
year.96 The site has an extensive library of books and articles about the Rwandan genocide that
is open to the public for research and educational purposes at no charge. Perhaps the most
important aspect of the Kigali memorial is that it houses the Genocide Archive of Rwanda, a
digital collection that contains photographs, testimonies, videos, maps, all memorial locations,
news stories all concerning the history behind the genocide and reconstruction efforts postgenocide.

Figure 10: Amphitheatre at Kigali

Three permanent exhibits at the Kigali memorial are the focal point of the site.
Exhibition one, “The 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi,” starts with a brief snapshot of Rwandan
society before its colonization, followed by a detailed section highlighting the planned nature of
the genocide that includes personal accounts and photos of survivors.97 This exhibit ends with a
discussion of how Rwandan society has worked at overcoming the genocide in the postgenocide era. The second exhibit, “Wasted Lives,” is a small one showing a broad history of
genocide around the world and highlights conflicts that are not internationally recognized as
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having included genocide such as those in Armenia and Cambodia.98 The third exhibit,
“Children’s Room,” is solely dedicated to the child victims of the Rwandan genocide through
photos.99

Figure 11: Exhibit 1 of Kigali Museum

The entire nation is invested in the memorialization of the genocide but none of the
memorials or exhibits are about only women and especially not about the rape of women. Only
some books/articles in libraries or archival information speaks to the sexual violence women
experienced even though it left a deep impact on society such as the high level of HIV and
hundreds of pregnancies that resulted from rape. The absence of women’s unique suffering and
memory of trauma from the national and local memorials in Rwanda is noticeable and loud in its
silence. Part of the response to this absence of rape discourse has been alternate forms of
memorialization through varying artistic mediums. Photojournalist Jonathan Torgovnik
documents the stories of thirty women who were raped during the 1994 genocide. His work
includes a set of photographs of women and their children who were born from rape that are
supported by the mother's words. He felt that it was imperative he go back to Rwanda on his
own to chronicle the stories of the women with their words after sitting through what he termed
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the “most horrific interview” he had ever done.100 His objective for the collection is to show the
“consequences of genocide as manifested in the stories of these women because they went
through the most horrific thing any human being can experience, short of being killed.”101 Their
families were killed in front of their eyes and if still alive have shunned them. Most of the
women in the collection suffer from HIV/AIDS as well as a problematic relationship with their
children augmented by their failure to provide quality education and future prospects. In many
cases, the women are ostracized and alone for having been raped, especially if they bore a child
of rape. The stigma associated with a “child born of rape" is strong within a patriarchal society
like Rwanda since "children are identified with the lineage of their fathers" and the enemy. 102
This cultural attitude and the ostracization of the women and their children from the community
fulfills the perpetuators’ most heinous intentions.
Torgovnik's book features thirty portraits of children born out of rape that occurred
during either the genocide or post-genocide. Each portrait is accompanied by a photo of the
mother with her child and a few cases show other relatives and a translated interview with the
mother. The photographs are mostly taken within or near their home. This project gives the
women and their children agency. They wish to be represented in the public memory of the
Rwandan genocide and by having their photo taken and their own words used to describe the
violence, photojournalist Torgovnik provides them an opportunity denied by their communities
and government. While the genocidaires have succeeded in ostracizing the women from their
communities, they have not succeeded in erasing their experiences from public memory. This
collection disrupts the sanitized version of the Rwandan genocide that ignores the unique trauma
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of women. It is in direct constant with the social, cultural, and political processes that
marginalize these women.103

Figure 12: Three photos from the "Intended Consequences" Collection

Conclusion
Rape is often used as a weapon in conflict to intimidate a group of people set apart from
the perpetuator with the goal of achieving some political end. Gender will intersect with the
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other aspects of the woman’s identity. In some cases the other aspect will be religion like it
predominantly was in the Bosnian-Herzegovinian genocide, nationality like the Comfort
Women, or ethnicity in the Rwandan genocide. Sexual violence is not meant to only humiliate
the woman but to also degrade the entire group she “belongs” to. The violence she experiences
becomes an assault upon the entire community and the shame of that violence is rarely
acknowledged and hardly ever memorialized. Sexual violence is not only committed against
women but also men within the victimized community, the cases are fewer and data is even
harder to come by as the shame is magnified for a male victim in some senses.
All of the memorials examined reflect how difficult it is for nation-states and segments
of the civilian population to acknowledge wartime violence that is gendered and sexual in
nature. The counter-memorials in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda ensure that memory is not
forgotten by not excluding women’s unique experience of war and genocide. The Comfort
Women memorials within the United States operate as counter memorials to Japanese insistence
that the memories and experiences Comfort Women had are not historically accurate.
The process of memorialization is inherently political and rife with conflict. Comfort
women memorials within the United States are continually protested by Japanese politicians, the
Bosnian memorial grounds and national commemorations continue to refuse to acknowledge the
widespread rape of Muslim women, and Rwanda’s government stifles any memory that does not
fit within the official commemoration messaging. Patriarchal norms intertwined with nation
building has made it nearly impossible for the collective memory of the war to include
genocidal rape. The absence of rape discourse or remembrance within the national memorial
shows that gendered war atrocities does not truly matter in postwar nation building efforts or
international discussions. It is vitally important that memorials accurately portray the memory of
everyone and that there be an acknowledgment of wartime rape in order to work towards sexual
violence in wartime becoming taboo.
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